
SUPPORT SECONDHAND ROSE PLAYERS

VIRTUAL THEATRE    UNDERREPRESENTED VOICES    INCLUSIVE ACCESS

Secondhand Rose Players is a Detroit-area troupe that showcases underrepresented artists. 

In 2022, the company created an interactive livestreamed theatre experience that pushed the 
boundaries of the medium while maintaining a pandemic-safe way to perform and attend live theatre.

A team of award-winning Detroit-area artists, led by director Heather Hudson and playwright Erin 
Osgood, used specialized technology and live technical direction to develop a vibrant virtual playing 
space – and a story that, rather than being adapted to this medium, required it.

The result was a taut sci-fi adventure that redefined streaming theatre. And even before its successful 
run, it was clear that this was just the first part of a much larger story.
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JOIN THE CREW - BECOME A SPONSOR AT SECONDHANDROSEPLAYERS.ORG

We can put this incredible crew back together,
but we can’t take off without your support. 

Become part of the team with a year-end donation to Secondhand Rose Players. 
See the other side of this sheet to learn how you can contribute – and get a story teaser.



❑ Studio rental
❑ Professional-grade streaming hardware
❑ Cameras and webcams
❑ Live editing software/app licenses
❑ High-quality internet connection
❑ Immersive physical and virtual sets
❑ Uniforms, props, and costume pieces

WHAT WE NEED

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS & PERKS

SUPERNOVA
STARFARING
GALACTIC
ORBITAL
LUNAR
CONTROL
LIFTOFF

$10,000+
$5,000-$9,999
$2,000-$4,999
$1,000-$1,999

$500-$999
$100-$499

$1-99

Join the closing night party

Behind-the-scenes tour & virtual cast hangout

Eyes to the Stars merch gift box

On-air advertisement during act break trivia game

Resurrection Crew T-shirt

Signed Eyes to the Stars poster

Named in online playbill and credits

JOIN THE CREW - BECOME A SPONSOR AT SECONDHANDROSEPLAYERS.ORG

EPISODE TWO: TIGHTROPE
No one ever said saving Earth would be easy – but no one predicted this much 
could go wrong. Crimson, Riley, and Baskin beat catastrophe to reach Titan, 
but to gather planet-restoring resources, they’ll need to overcome failing 
equipment, a malfunctioning AI, and the paranoid Chief Garza.

Each tier includes lower-tier rewards.
A link to the thrilling first episode comes with a donation of any size!
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